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Samtidigt i min låtsasvärld  
Mean while in my World of Make-Believe 
Lisa Bjärbo & Emma Adbåge

What do you dream about? What do you think about when you’re 
eating breakfast on a grey Thursday morning? When your thoughts 
suddenly fly away and you find yourself somewhere entirely different. 
Mean while in my World of Make-Believe is a wonderful celebration 
of the joys of daydreaming and the imagination (and of everyday life, 
which isn’t too bad either.) Lisa Bjärbo and Emma Adbåge are two of 
Sweden’s most popular creators of children’s books, each with several 
books and awards to their credit. This book is their first collaboration.
200x254, 32 pp, 3+

A celebration of  
daydreaming 

Summer at last!
Hjördis hos Farmor 
Hjördis at Grannie’s 
Jujja Wieslander & Lotta Geffenblad

The sun is shining on my face. There’s hardly a sound. All I hear is 
the lapping of water against the sides of the canoe. I lay the paddle 
across my knees and the canoe continues gliding through the water. I 
close my eyes against the sun. All winter, Hjördis has been longing for 
summer, and finally it’s here! She has gone to Grannie’s house in the 
country for the holidays. There will be a few wonderful weeks of sun, 
swimming, building huts in the woods, adventures and lots of play. 
Perhaps even Isabella, Hjördis’s best summer friend, will come. When 
Hjördis thinks of Isabella, she becomes as happy as can be. 

 Few people depict children with such spot-on accuracy as Jujja 
Wieslander, the author of the books about Mamma Moo, Little Brother 
and Bear, and The Day Ghost, among others. Perfect to read aloud 
for 5–9 year olds. Illustrated throughout by Lotta Geffenblad. Everyday 
adventures at their best.
150x200, 112 pp, 6–9 yrs
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Two giants from  
different centuries  

meet in this wonderful 
 picture book, in which 
Jockum Nordström has 

illustrated Tolstoy’s fables.

Jockum Nordström 
illustrates Lev Tolstoy
“My father, who spent many summers 
with Lev, his grandfather, remembered 
how he often sat on his lap and listened 
to him tell stories that made him dream 
himself away into fantastic worlds.” 
Daniil Tolstoy, great-grandson of Lev Tolstoy

Fabler och andra berättelser 
Fables and Other Stories 
Lev Tolstoy & Jockum Nordström 

Two giants from different centuries meet in this fabulous illustrated book. In 
a unique arrangement with the Tolstoy Estate, the Swedish artist Jockum 
Nordström has created brilliant new illustrations for Lev Tolstoy’s fables. Sly 
foxes, shrewd lions and greedy brothers, tales to laugh at, think about and 
talk about. 

Lev Tolstoy is considered one of the greatest authors of all time, known 
above all for his epic works, War and Peace and Anna Karenina. Perhaps 
not many readers know that he also wrote for children, and that many 
of his stories were inspired by the classical literature that he wanted to 
make available to young readers. Most of the stories in this book are his 
interpretations of Aesop’s fables and the Hindu sagas.

Jockum Nordström is one of Sweden’s most acclaimed artists. He 
has had several exhibitions across the world and has also created picture 
books for children, including Sailor and Pekka and Where Are You Going?
240x310, 132 pp, 3–6 yrs
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Mischievious moments with Mamma Moo

Mamma Mu låtsas 
Mamma Moo Pretends 
Jujja Wieslander & Sven Nordqvist

It’s a dreary winter’s day. Mamma Moo dreams of summer and all the fun things 
you can do then. If only there were some snow around and it just wasn’t cold 
and grey ... 

Sven Nordqvist’s illustrations accurately captures the odd-couple friendship 
between the Cow and the Crow in this new picture book in the series that has 
become a modern classic, loved by children around the world. Jujja Wieslander 
spins another tale of day-dreaming, play and adventure in the everyday life of 
this extraordinary cow!

220x290, 32 pp, 3–6 yrs

Semesterskoj 
Mamma Moo and Crow: Holiday Fun 
Jujja Wieslander & Sven Nordqvist

Fun and games with Mamma Moo and Crow. Read, 
sing and do crafts. In this book, you’ll find cartoons, 
Mamma Moo songs, My Friends pages, labyrinths, 
quizzes, sudoku, colouring pages, spot-the-difference 
pictures and lots more. An activity book to keep you 
going for a very long time.
150x200, 80 pp, 3–6 yrs 

Mamma mu firar 
Kråkan 
Mamma Moo 
celebrates Crow

Mamma mu och 
Kråkan leker 
Mamma Moo and 
Crow have fun!

Mamma mu och 
Kråkan på utflykt 
Mamma Moo and 
Crow go on a picnic

Comic Books with Mamma Moo and Crow!  
Jujja Wieslander & Sven Nordqvist. Illustrator: Micaela Favilla
170x240, 64 pp, 6–9 yrs
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Alfie Atkins plays 
Whether it’s fun and mischief at home, or counting and playing 
with colours and shapes, Alfie has something for all children.

Alfons lekar och bästa bus 
Alfie Atkins’s Games and Best Mischief 
Gunilla Bergström 

Alfie Atkins in bored. Sometimes, you just can’t think 
of anything to do. This book comes to the rescue with 
ten tips for games to play and some mischief to get 
up to.
Picture book, 215x260, 32 pp, 3–6 yrs  

Alfons äter 
Alfie’s Eating 
It’s soon dinner time and 
Daddy is making meatballs 
and mashed potatoes. It’s 
very nice, but cake is better. 
In this board book for the very 
youngest, Alfie thinks of all the 
good things he’s eaten. 

Alfons sover 
Alfie Goes to Sleep 
It is evening, it is dark outside 
and soon Alfie is going to bed. 
But first you have put on your 
pyjamas, brush your teeth and 
have a pee. After that, it’s time 
to read a story and snuggle 
down under the covers. Good 
night!

Alfons leker 
Alfie Plays

Alfons kompisar 
Alfie’s Friends

Alfons Åberg leker med färg  
och form 
Alfie Plays with Colour 
and Shapes  
Gunilla Bergström 

Join Alfie as he plays with 
colours and shapes. A 
simple and entertaining story 
about Alfie and his friends. 
An educational board book for 
pre-school children.
Board book, 210x240, 14 pp, 3–6 yrs  

Gunilla Bergström
4 x Board book, 160x160, 20 pp, 0–3 yrs
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Classic Astrid Lindgren 
picture books in a 
wonderful gift edition
Mera sagor, hyss & äventyr 
More Stories, Mischief & Adventures 
Astrid Lindgren

More Stories, Mischief & Adventures is a generous compilation of some 
of Astrid Lindgren’s finest picture books. This satisfyingly thick book is 
richly illustrated in colour by some of the very best children’s illustrators: 
Ilon Wikland, Ingrid Vang Nyman, Björn Berg, Marit Törnqvist, Emma 
Adbåge and Lina Bodén. Some of the stories, such as Jump the Hig-
hest, and The Princess who Couldn’t Play, have never been illustrated 
in colour before, while others, including That Emil, Pippi Goes Shopping, 
Lotta’s Bike, Simon Small Moves In, There aren’t any Robbers in the 
Forest and The Red Bird are treasured old favourites.

A magnificent gift book, and perfect for reading aloud!
195x240, 144 pp, 3+.

Three Pippi favourites 
in one book
Tre berättelser om  
Pippi Långstrump 
Three Stories about  
Pippi Longstocking 
Astrid Lindgren & Ingrid Vang Nyman

Three picture books, Do You Know Pippi 
Longstocking? Pippi Finds a Squeazle and Pippi 
in the Park, collected in an omnibus edition. Join 
Pippi as she moves into her house, Villa Villekulla, 
and meets Tommy and Annika; when they try 
to work out what a squeazle is, and when 
they move into the park for a while. Astrid 
Lindgren’s beloved stories are accompanied 
by Ingrid Vang Nyman’s classic illustrations, 
restored to their original quality. 
210x280, 64 pp, 3–6 yrs.

Pippi firar jul! 
Christmas with Pippi!
Astrid Lindgren & Ingrid Vang Nyman

Based on the concept of the popular 
Pippi board books, Christmas with Pippi! 
introduces Christmas for the very youngest!
160x160, 20 pp, 0–3 yrs

Christmas 
Pippi-style
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Artist Marit  
Törnqvist transforms 

lyrics by Astrid  
Lindgren into an 

evocative and beautifully 
illustrated picture book.

Enchanting new picture 
book by Marit Törnqvist 
and Astrid Lindgren

A song by Astrid Lindgren that first appeared in the 
story The Children of the Noisy Village has now 
been transformed into a bedtime story alongside 
wonderful illustrations by Marit Törnqvist. 

Marit and Astrid worked closely together during 
the 1990s, collaborating on several picture books, 
including A Calf for Christmas, The Day Adam Got 
Mad, In the Land of Twilight and The Red Bird. Having 
first become friends in Marit’s childhood, they remained in 
close contact until Astrid’s death in 2002. They shared a love for the landscape 
of Småland, where they spent childhood summers (albeit sixty years apart), and 
this strongly influences Marit’s illustrations for Astrid’s writing. The light, the colours 
and the materials reflect the characters’ feelings, creating a universal world that 
every child can enjoy.

Alla ska sova för nu är det natt  
Night has come
Astrid Lindgren & Marit Törnqvist
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200x230, 32 pp, 3–6 yrs
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Lots of recognition 
for both children 
and adults
A new board book series about the charming Bruno, 
with a high ‘recognition factor’ for both children and 
adults and written by Anna Ribbing, well-known for the 
Vilma board books and many others. The warm and 
playful illustrations are by the popular Cecilia Heikkilä.

Bruno åker buss
Bruno Takes the Bus

Bruno åker vagn
Bruno In the Buggy 

Bruno åker pulka
Bruno Goes Sledding

Bruno åker tåg
Bruno Takes the Train 

Picturebooks

Anna Ribbing & Cecilia Heikkilä
160x160, 20 pp, 0–3 yrs

A child’s first fairy-tale
Prinsessan på ärten  
The Princess and the Pea 
Catarina Kruusval

Here comes the fifth instalment in A Child’s First Fairy-Tale series in board book 
format. Catarina Kruusval knows exactly what fairy-tale pictures should look like, 
and in this book, she gives us beautiful countryside, a terrible storm and a real 
princess. A timeless story and humorous pictures to return to again and again. 
180x180, 20 pp, 0–3 yrs 
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Wroom! Wroom!
Carl Johanson made his debut with the successful All 
Kinds of Cars, sold to twelve countries. He followed this 
last year with All Kinds of Planes. He finds just the right 
tone for the youngest readers in this series of sturdy board 
books, focusing on all kinds of vehicles on wheels!

Staden
City

Brandkår
Firefighters

Arbetsfordon 
Construction

Ambulansen
Ambulance

Carl Johanson
160x160, 20 pp, 0–3 yrs

Learning made fun
Find Out About is a series of activity books for children aged 4 and up. 
Each book also features a page of stickers.

Jag lär mig rymden
Find Out About 
Space

Jag lär mig kroppen
Find Out About the 
Body

Jag lär mig storstäder 
Find Out About Big 
Cities

Jag lär mig vikingar
Find Out About 
Vikings

Ingela P Arrhenius
210x297, 28 pp, 6–9 yrs
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Peep into the 
neighbours!
I huset där jag bor 
In the Building Where I Live 
Lena Sjöberg

Come into this block of flats and discover all the fascinating rooms and the 
different people who live in them. There’s an incredible amount to see. Can 
you work out where the sea captain’s grandchild lives? And how many cats 
does the Cat Lady have? 

In the Building Where I Live is endlessly interesting, the people and the 
many little details in every picture inviting to conversations, discussions and 
questions. And remember, the story can be different every time you open 
the book! 
225x300, 32 pp, 3+
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Following the success of Vaesen, Norse Gods 
is a thrilling recreation of the best of Nordic 
mythology by author and illustrator Johan 
Egerkrans, from the fateful creation myth of 
the killing of Ymer by Odin and his brothers, to 
the final destruction of the gods at Ragnarök. 
Familiar tales from both Eddas are given 
vivid new life with the fabulous creatures of 

Aasgaard, Jotenheim and the Netherworld.  
A gorgeously illustrated book of giants, 
dwarves, monsters and heroes, this is a 
definitive work for readers of all ages. The third 
part in the series, The Undead, to be published 
in October 2018, will take on myths of the 
undead from around world; zombies, vampires 
and werewolfs, among others.

The best of Nordic mythology 
De odöda
The Undead
Johan Egerkrans

215x275, 158 pp, 9–12 yrs

Nordiska gudar
Norse Gods
215x275, 158 pp, 9–12 yrs

Flygödlor och havsmonster
Flying lizards and Sea 
Monsters
286x235, 64 pp, 6–9 yrs

Nordiska väsen
Vaessen
215x275, 128 pp, 9–12 yrs

Alla tiders dinosaurier
Dinosaurs Forever!
286x235, 64 pp, 6–9 yrs

“Egerkrans is  
engaged in that  

most important of 
projects: telling us 
about his passion, 

with a great deal of 
respect for the reader.”

Lotta Olsson, DN, Sweden’s  
    largest daily newspaper
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When everyday 
life turns into 
an adventure
Pokaluren irrar vilse 
The Pompom Doozle Goes 
Astray 
Andrea de La Barre de Nanteuil & 
Lovisa Burfitt

Pompoms are funny little things 
with minds of their own. They live 
in hats and shoes and love getting 
up to mischief. Suddenly a bun 
disappears, or a piece of paper 
is in the wrong place; you never 
know what might happen when 
pompoms are about. 

One night, when a pompom 
goes sleep walking, very 
unexpected things occur. He 
wakes up in a sumptuous patisserie, 
takes a meringue for his Mum, but 
later ends up in a big apartment in 
Paris. How will he be able to get back 
to Mum? 

This charming picture book by the 
creators of the Madamoiselle Oiseau 
is full of lovely rhymes and fun to read 
again and again. 
195x270, 32 pp, 3–6 yrs

Andrea de La Barre de Nanteuil & Lovisa Burfitt

The story of Mademoiselle Oiseau and Isabella is one of friendship between a girl and a 
timeless lady, about life, love, sorrow and dreams. About what is true and what is almost 
true, and what is almost too good to be true but might be true nevertheless.

The books are loved both by younger and older readers and have received 
widespread attention in the Swedish and international media. 

Mademoiselle Oiseau and her magical Paris delight readers in China, Poland, 
Armenia, Spain, Holland ... Complete English translations available.

Magical adventures in
a vibrant Paris setting

Boken om Mademoiselle Oiseau
The Story of Mademoiselle 
Oiseau
195x270, 140 pp, 6–9 yrs

Mademoisell Oiseau kommer
tillbaka
Mademoiselle Oiseau and
the Letters from the Past
195x270, 138 pp, 6–9 yrs

Mademoiselle Oiseau och landet
Argentine
Mademoiselle Oiseau and
the Country Argentine
195x270, 144 pp, 6–9 yrs
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Hjälteuppdraget 
The Hero’s Mission

A fun and challenging activity book 
inspired by the successful series 
Handbook for Superheroes. 
Fascinating puzzles, crafts, and 
colourful stickers. For both boys 
and girls aged 6–9.
210,297, 32 pp, 6–9 yrs

Handbok för superhjältar – Målarbok 
Handbook for Superheroes 
Colouring Book

An exciting adventure spearheaded 
by the heroine in the red mask, with 
fantastic illustrations to colour. 
210,297, 24 pp, 6–9 yrs

Third mission for 
sassy superhero 
Handbok för superhjältar, Del 3: Ensam 
Handbook for Superheroes Part Three: Alone 
Elias Våhlund & Agnes Våhlund

’You’re stronger on your own’ No, you’re not.
Becoming the Superhero in the Red Mask has changed 

everything for Lisa. It’s given her confidence, and for the first 
time in her life she can put her foot down when she wants. At 
school, she’s still as lonely as ever, but in the evenings, she 
flies out over the town, fighting criminals. Every robber and 
thief is terrified of meeting the Superhero. All, that is, except 
the most dangerous villain in town: Wolfgang. He’s not afraid 
in the slightest, and has sworn to catch the Red Mask. Can 
Lisa put Wolfgang behind bars before he captures her? A 
fast, exciting and hugely enjoyable story about a little girl who 
takes things into her own hands. A kind of modern Pippi 
Longstocking with superpowers, with innovative illustrations. 
An adventure to devour about a heroine you can’t help loving.
145x210, 96 pp, 6–9 yrs
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“A kind of modern  
Pippi Longstocking  

with superpowers ...  
An easy-to-read  
book that grips” 
Culture Magazine, Sweden
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13-year-old detective 
solves crimes of honor
Falafelflickorna 
The Falafel Girls 
Christina Wahldén

Hawa lives in one of Sweden’s so-called problem areas. Now she’s opened her 
own detective agency and soon gets her first mission: she must hide her classmate, 
Halima, who risks being forcibly married to her cousin, fifteen years her elder. 

Christina Wahldén never shies away from difficult and challenging subjects. Here, 
she’s written about children who live in some of Sweden’s poorest districts. But 
despite the serious subject, is also a feel-good story.
160 pp, 9–12 yrs 

Pojken under bron 
The Boy Under the Bridge 
Katarina Wennstam 

“’What is it?’ I asked the guy next to me. 
He shook his head. ‘Some idiot has 

put pictures from the crime scene on 
Snapchat. 

There was one that really got to 
me. There was a head lying in a lap. 
An incredible amount of blood. Hands 
were holding the head and that’s 
when I realised what I was looking at. 
I recognised the bracelet around the 
wrist.’”

The Boy Under the Bridge is a story 
about how little it takes for a life to be 
extinguished after a party one night. It’s 
about all the young guys who are the 
victims of the macho idea. And then, 
of course, it’s also about an incredibly 
sharp girl who, together with her friends, 
once again helps the 
police to ensure that 
justice is done. 
270 pp, 12–15 yrs

Chilling suspense with a social message
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Katarina Wennstam is one of 
Sweden’s most successful writers 
and journalists. Her breakthrough 
came with The Girl and the Debt, a 
book about society’s view of rape, 
for which she was August Prize-
nominated. She is also the author 
of several successful thrillers, all 
with a social message. 
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Lisa Bjärbo was born in 1980 
and has published almost fifteen 
books, both young adult novels 
and picture books. She also runs 
the blog, Onekligen, and with the 
writer Johanna Lindbäck, the pod 
Bladen brinner, about children’s and 
young adult literature. 

So funny! And so sad.

Inuti huvudet är jag kul 
In My Head I’d Make Anyone 
Laugh 
Lisa Bjärbo

Be normal. Make this work. 
No. It doesn’t work, whatever Liv 

tries to tell herself. Arriving in a new 
town and going to a new school 
would mean a fresh start for some. 
But not for Liv. 

Lisa Bjärbo is a master of light-
hearted, easygoing writing, even if 
the theme is serious and difficult. 
One moment, you’re laughing 
aloud, the next, there’s a lump in 
your throat. This story about the shy 
Liv and her over-sociable Dad will 
leave no-one unmoved.
250 pp, 15+

Oscar Danielson is a musician 
and considered by many to be 
Sweden’s finest lyricist. His song, 
Besvärjelse, from the album 
Stockholm i mitt hjärta (2011) 
brought him to a wider audience 
and he has toured many times 
throughout Scandinavia. In 2012, he 
won a Swedish Grammis Award for 
Childrens’ Album of the Year for Det 
kostar på att vara barn. Two of Us is 
his debut.
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Total eclipse of the heart

Två av oss 
Two of Us 
Oscar Danielson

It’s the 1980s. Thirteen-year-old Jonas 
hangs out in his room, listening to 
Duran Duran and X-models. And 
playing the guitar, a comfort in his 
loneliness. He is the fallback choice, 
the one you ring when no one else has 
the time. But when Joni joins Jonas’s 
class, his life changes. She’s exciting. 
Clever. Beautiful. And above all, 
despite her listening to The Cure and 
thinking he has the nerdiest musical 
taste ever, she seems to want to be 
with Jonas. But all the anticipation 
and the butterflies in the stomach are 
overshadowed by something else, 
something dark and secret and makes 
Joni hold back. Jonas almost breaks 
through to her, but not completely. 
What happened to her? And how can 
Jonas become the friend he wants to 
be, the one in whom Joni confides? 
260 pp, 12–15 yrs
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Rabén & Sjögren Agency  
is the rights division of  
Rabén & Sjögren, Norstedts 
Publishing Group.

 
Contact
Lillevi Cederin 
lillevi.cederin@rabensjogren.se 

Åsa Bergman  
asa.bergman@rabensjogren.se

Rabén & Sjögren Agency  
PO Box 2052  
SE-103 12 Stockholm, Sweden  
 
 

Cover illustration:  
Jockum Nordström 
from the book  
Fables and Other Stories 


